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Bio
In 1997 Mike Rosenthal left his job as newspaper reporter in Maine and moved to Austin, TX to pursue
music full time. In 2000 he released his debut self-titled album, a warmly reviewed collection of heartfelt,
country-inspired songs about break ups and lonely winters back east. Roughly two years later, he
released Movin’ In, an ode to pure pop with a plush production sound and little trace of the twang that
suffused earlier efforts. His latest album, Home, marks a natural return to the plain-spoken intimacy of
his early work. Clean arrangements feature an ever-present acoustic guitar, warm keyboards, melodic
bass lines and conversational vocals. Yet, stylistically, the album remains true to Rosenthal’s undying
love of FM radio rock. A close listen tells the story of a man dealing with personal change, finding love,
negotiating loss and, perhaps most of all, finding his place.

Press
“On the simply stunning new record “Home,” Rosenthal finds the magic just by being himself. His
sweetly sung music is dated, yet timeless in a James Taylor vinyl kind of way. It’s refreshing to hear
a songwriter play, with such craft and focus, music oblivious to the trends. This is about as far as an
often-comical, mop-topped kid with an acoustic guitar can get from whatever they’re calling “anti-folk”
this year. Rosenthal is not trying too hard, at last, and what’s coming out resonates like his music
never has before...
...As evidenced by all the one-word titles (including “Rain,” “Funny,” “Tomorrow,” “You,”), Rosenthal
has found that the gift of economy comes with maturity. Feelings are concise, throwaway laugh lines
are thrown away...
...The marathon runner (no, really) has found his pace, his zone on a record that won’t blow you out of
the water, but will sound better every time you listen to it. The tortoise trounces the hare again.”
Austin American-Statesman, 9.2.07

Availibilty
iTunes, TexasMusicRoundUp.com, MikeRosenthal.com
Waterloo Records Austin,TX
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